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Executive Summary 

The ‘Climate Change Impacts in Different Industries and Arctic Hubs’ project report (Deliverable 1.4)  

is a product of the EU-funded H2020 project Global drivers, local consequences: Tools for global 

change adaptation and sustainable development of industrial and cultural Arctic “hubs”. It is the 

culmination of the task entitled ‘Concluding Analyses of Climate Change Impacts in Different Industries 

and Arctic Hubs’ (Task 1.3), the aim of which is to analyse the meaning of climate change as a global 

driver for different industries and hubs. The data comes from national climate change and climate 

change adaptation plans, national Arctic strategies, industry strategies as well as interviews of key 

informants. 

The abundance of data on climate change’s effects in the Arctic is overwhelming and this deliverable 

does not attempt to reinvent the wheel; rather, it explicates how impacts of climate change on relevant 

industries and hubs, as well as the tools for their management, are framed in relevant government 

strategies and in the perceptions of affected actors. The report also looks at challenges that are simply 

too complex and uncertain to concretize hence remain as suggestions. As developing co-knowledge is 

at the core of the ArcticHubs project, this deliverable is data-driven and not based on previous academic 

literature. 

The popular image of the Arctic is a homogeneous region affected uniformly by climate change. In 

reality, the Arctic is an extremely heterogeneous area which experiences impacts in a myriad of ways, 

and as a result, industries also experience and perceive climate change differently. The fisheries and 

aquaculture sector, though concerned about warming seas and ocean acidification, does not view these 

as big threats to industry at least in the short-term. There are existing problems with sea lice, but to date 

the problems are controllable.  In the long-term, increased biomass production in cold waters and 

pollution are the main concerns yet do not cause widespread apprehension. The economic outlook is 

generally very positive as there is a widely held view that demand for aquaculture’s products will only 

increase with time. The forestry sector is primarily concerned with storm damage and new threats to the 

current populations of living organisms, namely the spread of new pests, but welcomes the likelihood 

that the growth of trees will improve. Whether the effects of climate change are negative or positive for 

the forestry industry ultimately depends on whether the activity itself is seen more as a solution or a 

problem. With respect to impacts on the mining industry, there are three main themes: the first relates 

to both the physical and socio-economic effects of climate change, examples of which include thawing 

permafrost causing the cracking of pipelines and the demand for raw materials from the European Arctic 

spurring job creation. The second theme is the mining-climate change nexus as both driver and supplier 
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of the green transition. Battery technology and digital communication, in particular, are significant as 

products and drivers of demand. The third theme is the impact on raw materials awareness as one of the 

positive outcomes of climate change is that it makes the argument for the transition to renewable energy 

supplies, and in so doing, has raised awareness that raw materials form the base of our society. Impacts 

on tourism are both helped and hindered by climate change. The phenomenon of last chance tourism is 

both a boom and bust for the sector depending on whether one looks to the short-term or out further at 

the longer-term. Rapid climate change, which mainly refers to retreating sea ice is a large concern. In 

Svalbard, the worry is not only around the direct environmental impacts of retreating sea ice, but that 

this phenomenon will make more of Svalbard’s coastal and marine areas accessible for much of the 

year, hence encouraging even more transiting along its coastlines. The general consensus for tourism is 

that while it is important for economies in the European Arctic, it should not come at the expense of the 

environment and should be limited. The negative effects of climate change on indigenous peoples are 

hard to overstate. The growing public interest in the Arctic, which is mostly caused by climate change 

(new sea routes, natural resources, tourism), is already causing enormous challenges for the Sámi and 

traditional livelihoods. In addition, there are external stressors related to the energy transition, such as 

mining projects and wind power projects, which aim to take over the living space from the Sámi and are 

realised at the expense of their communities and culture.  

 

With respect to the management of climate change, the sources and materials that have been analyzed 

reflect the dominant perception in the industry and at governmental level, that issues of climate are being 

addressed, and that the fisheries and aquaculture sector have already implemented a number of 

approaches. For example, that the reduction of carbon has already been integrated into businesses 

practices, particularly around the production of salmon. The proposal for better governmental 

coordination in Norway when it comes to maritime spatial planning shows the proactiveness of 

government with respect to climate change management. Ocean businesses themselves in Norway have 

asked for a voluntary common code of conduct. In the Faroe Islands large investments have been made 

in land-based smolt farming and recirculating aquaculture systems. Seaweed farming and integrated 

multitrophic aquaculture is another new opportunity for aquaculture and seeks to be circular in its 

production process by producing at multiple trophic levels (fish, mussels, seaweed) rather than just one 

single trophic level (salmon). The forestry industry is the one sector where mitigation and adaptation 

will largely be addressed through policy mechanisms. The EU Taxonomy Regulation will become the 

overarching framework for both and will prioritise certain projects such as those that ensure forests’ role 

as sinks in the carbon cycle are maintained or enhanced by providing bio-materials that can act as 

temporary carbon stores or as carbon substitutes, replacing carbon-intensive materials and fuels. The 
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economic and social benefits of enhanced afforestation are stressed in the EU Forest Strategy as being 

one of the most effective climate change and disaster risk mitigation strategies in the forest sector. Direct 

references to climate change in the national mining strategies, which are mostly old and outdated, are 

minimal. There are also few references from the interviews as management of climate change is referred 

to as the management of sustainability. For instance, the continuous monitoring of water quality as well 

as the use of drones in the constant monitoring of tailing ponds is simply discussed in terms of supporting 

sustainability. Even in affected countries and those worried about increasing tourism, there is no desire 

to stop it; rather, the preferred alternative is to green tourism so tourists can still come but be carbon 

neutral. However, the carbon footprint is mainly from transportation and there is little political will to 

take the actions, such as placing restrictions on greenhouse gas emissions, to increase the cost of travel 

in order to reduce demand. As in mining, direct references to climate change are rare with the discourse 

centering on the sustainability concept instead. Arctic countries recognize that participation of 

indigenous and local communities in international climate change efforts is crucial; yet, the main vehicle 

for this has been the Arctic Council which has suspended activities in 2022. There are research projects, 

primarily focused on reindeer husbandry, to help with the management of climate change but most of 

these focus on the identification of vulnerabilities and prioritization of risks and not actual solutions. In 

terms of cultural traditions apart from reindeer herding, animal and natural materials necessary for 

upholding traditional practices and passing them on to future generations are diminishing thus negatively 

affecting traditional Sámi knowledge and language, posing uncomfortable questions as to whether 

adaptation is even possible in certain circumstances. 

The last section of the report explores climate change challenges that are of a more existential nature, 

that are simply too complex and uncertain for solutions. These types of challenges are not mentioned in 

the national strategies reflecting the fact that official government strategies are intended to reassure and 

not to frighten. There is one common theme woven throughout the interviews, which is that people, their 

perceptions and their consequent behaviour are the biggest unknowns in the climate change equation. 

For example, in the fisheries and aquaculture sector, whether those who can afford to eat farmed salmon 

continue to do so, and whether sustainability is a factor in their choice of product, remains a question. 

The contemporary discourse in the mining sector centers on the tension between ramping up production 

of metals and minerals for the energy transition and the burdens and benefits placed on local 

communities. Whether this tension, which is growing in the European Arctic, can be alleviated is 

unknown. Managing climate change in the tourism sector seems to be almost solely dependent on 

people’s behaviour, whether this is about last chance tourism and people deciding not to travel or about 

the tourist industry assuming responsibility for their clients eco-behaviour. Throughout the strategies 

and the interviews, the centrality of the human factor in managing climate change is unmistakable.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Whether in popular media, fiction or official government reports, the European Arctic (EA) is often 

portrayed as a homogeneous region, largely consisting of snow and ice. The effects of climate change 

in the EA, devoid of details such as physical geography, industry and people, are also suggested as being 

uniform. In truth, the region is far from being homogeneous but consists of various international 

economic, political, cultural, environmental and social forces that influence its development.  So too are 

the effects of climate change, both real and perceived, and vary dramatically depending on one’s 

perspective. This climate change report is a product of the EU-funded H2020 project Global drivers, 

local consequences: Tools for global change adaptation and sustainable development of industrial and 

cultural Arctic “hubs”. The chosen approach in the ArcticHubs project has been to analyse global 

drivers and their local consequences, and to strive to understand alternative pathways to the future for 

EA communities. WP1, for which this report is written, identifies and analyses global drivers affecting 

the development of the main industries in the Arctic. The subsequent WPs of the project (i.e., WP2 and 

WP3) study local impacts quantitatively and qualitatively from the natural and social science 

perspectives. At the end of the project, responses and solutions for local sustainable development will 

be defined and developed collaboratively (i.e., WP4 and WP5). Figure 1 below illustrates the workplan 

of the whole project.  
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Figure 1. ArcticHubs maps and analyses the main global drivers that cause local and regional impacts 

on various livelihoods and on local communities and cultures in the European Arctic. ArcticHubs aims 

to provide global and local – “glocal” – solutions for mitigating and adapting to the local impacts 

caused by global actors.3 

 

This deliverable (D1.4) entitled ‘Climate Change Impacts in Different Industries and Arctic Hubs’ is 

the output of Task 1.3: ‘Concluding Analyses of Climate Change Impacts in Different Industries and 

Arctic Hubs’ from WP1 analyses the meaning of climate change as a global driver for different industries 

and hubs. Its completion is based on the analyses of policy documents, CSR analyses (D1.3) and 

interviews from Tasks 1.1 and 1.2. As there is extensive literature about climate change impacts on the 

Arctic and also about adaptation and mitigation strategies in the Arctic, the most referred research and 

policy programmes are included to the concluding analyses. Specifically the data comes from national 

climate change and climate change adaptation plans, national Arctic strategies, industry strategies as 

well as interviews of key informants. Two parallel reports have been submitted to the European 

Commission, one considering geopolitical tensions and drivers in January 2022 and the other assessing 

global drivers submitted in March 2022. 

There are five typologies of hubs including four related to industry – fish farming, forestry, tourism and 

mining – and one comprised of indigenous peoples, specifically the Sámi peoples. ‘Hubs’ in the project 

are defined as the growing concentration of Arctic communities in settlements that are interlinked by 

modern infrastructure such as air transport, new shipping routes and high-speed information technology. 

Hubs act as nodes that connect geographical sites in a network structure and are a driving force behind 

Arctic development.4 The locations and types of different hubs are presented in Figure 2, below. The 

characteristics and challenges of the hub typologies are the following:5 

• Sustainability of fish farming hubs – Aquaculture, already a big industry, is growing fast due to 

increase in global demand. Companies are multi-national and often establish themselves in rural 

locations where the fjords are suitable for cultivation and legislation allows fish farming in open 

sea cages. The scale of operations strains rural communities’ resilience sometimes becoming 

the sole economic activity.  

• Hubs of multiple use of forests – Ecosystem services is strongly determined by stand structure 

with vertical complexity being one of the most influential factors regulating the availability of 

habitats supporting biological diversity. Mature forests are highly sensitive to the management 

 
3 LUKE (2021).  
4 ArcticHubs Proposal B1-3, 2020. 
5 Ibid. 
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of young stands meaning that current day decisions about young stand management will have 

important effects for a long time to come. The complexity of decision-making is exacerbated 

by the need to consider multiple future goals including carbon sequestration for climate change 

mitigation and maintenance of habitats for various species. A major challenge in evaluating the 

sustainability of new silvicultural methods as that traditional sustainability criteria cannot 

meaningfully describe and address spatial and temporal complexity. 

• Sustainability of mining hubs – Mining is an industry with considerable effects on local 

communities. Mining activity exploits natural resources, changes landscapes and restricts the 

use of land often used by other industries and stakeholders. Mines also bring economic benefits 

through employment, taxes and increased population to rural local communities, often with 

limited alternative work opportunities, and are in some cases company forming towns. The 

dilemma with mining activities is that developed societies need minerals and metals to meet the 

requirements of the green shift and national governments support investments and development 

of new mining projects but extracting these resources also has negative impacts. 

• Developing tourism hubs in a sustainable way – Tourism is a rapidly developing industry in the 

Arctic and has both positive and negative effects on Arctic communities. Positive effects 

through diversification of economic activities and creation of new workplaces; negative effects 

in that tourism exceeds in many places the ecological and social carrying capacity of an area. 

The balance between tourist activities and natural values has to be maintained so that nature-

based tourism does not weaken natural values. Since most of the Arctic tourism is based on air 

transportation, climate change mitigation may have big impacts on the industry.  

• Indigenous cultural hubs – The indigenous cultural hubs focus on locations with indigenous 

knowledge pertaining to reindeer husbandry, fishing, hunting and the traditional use of other 

resources from nature. Due to their interconnectedness with their territories, indigenous peoples 

many times bear the cumulative brunt of all other development, fracturing and chipping away 

from their lands and waters. Climate change has already forced changes in land use and 

traditional practices. Coupled with a prodigious interest in ramping up mining activities, 

national policies supporting new industrial development such as wind power, power lines, 

railroads, modern forestry and tourism, the possibilities for continued reindeer husbandry, 

hunting, fishing and both contemporary and traditional use of the land are at risk. 
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Figure 2. Locations of all hubs in the ArcticHubs project. The industry that a hub represents is indicated 

by colour. Blue: aquaculture hubs, violet: tourist hubs, red: mining hubs, green: forestry hubs, yellow: 

indigenous hubs.6   

 

 
6 Hubs in Russia (16 and 17) are not discussed in this report due to limited data.  
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References to climate change from the strategies and interviews are analysed consistent with these 

typologies. To understand the effects of climate change on the industries and indigenous peoples, we 

specifically look at the strategies and interviews for existing and expected impacts, mitigation and 

adaptation tools and larger more existential challenges around climate change that are so complex and 

uncertain, no solutions appear to yet be in reach. As the co-creation of knowledge with stakeholders is 

at the core of the ArcticHubs project, this deliverable is data-driven and not based on previous academic 

literature.  
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2. DATA AND METHOD 

At the core of ArcticHubs is the concept of ‘glocalisation’, which is about linking what happens at the 

global level with on-the-ground impacts to people. Climate change epitomizes the idea of glocalization 

impacting economies, the natural environment and people. The approach of this deliverable emphasizes 

the latter viewing the impacts of climate change by reviewing policy documents that affect localities 

and emphasizing the perceptions of Arctic actors. This lends itself to a data-driven approach rather than 

using theoretical frameworks to make sense of the empirical. For this reason, academic references are 

not included in the report. 

The material for this project report consists of three types of data: (1) future-oriented policy papers at 

the national or EU levels; (2) national industry-specific strategies and industry-relevant EU strategies; 

and (3) interviews conducted in 2021 with informants, such as political representatives and authorities, 

specialists in one of the four target industries (i.e., aquaculture, forestry, mining, and tourism), and 

stakeholders having a special interest in the Arctic at the national and international levels. References, 

policy papers and interviewed organizational representatives appear in Annexes 1, 2 and 3. In total, the 

data consist of 59 policy papers and 60 interviews, which have also previously been used for the 

preparation of D1.1. Geopolitical tensions and drivers of different industries in the European Arctic and 

D1.2 Global economic drivers in the development of different industrial hubs in the European Arctic.  

National and EU level policy papers as well as industry-relevant EU strategies were screened with a 

qualitative data analysis tool, NVIVO, to map out which climate-related topics are discussed in future-

oriented strategy documents. In NVIVO, references about a particular case or theme are grouped into 

nodes. For the climate change analysis, themes have been identified using the hubs as guidance as well 

as core concepts of climate change such as adaptation and mitigation. Keywords were then derived from 

the themes and used as nodes.  

Table 1: Arctic Hubs themes and nodes used in the screening process  

Themes – Arctic Hubs Nodes used in the screening process 

Mining Mining, adaptation, climate change, megatrends, 

miscellaneous, mitigation, opportunities, sustainability, 

threats, trends, indigenous peoples 

Forestry Forestry, adaptation, climate change, megatrends, 

miscellaneous, mitigation, opportunities, sustainability, 

threats, trends, indigenous peoples 
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Fisheries and aquaculture Fisheries and aquaculture, adaptation, climate change, 

megatrends, miscellaneous, mitigation, opportunities, 

sustainability, threats, trends, indigenous peoples 

Tourism Tourism, adaptation, climate change, megatrends, 

miscellaneous, mitigation, opportunities, sustainability, 

threats, trends, indigenous peoples 

Indigenous Peoples Indigenous Peoples, mining, forestry, fisheries and 

aquaculture, tourism, adaptation, climate change, 

megatrends, miscellaneous, mitigation, opportunities, 

sustainability, threats, trends 

The data were analysed using the search function to identify all text sections where the chosen keywords 

emerged. All identified references found in the policy documents were then extracted from NVIVO and 

listed in a Word document to provide a comprehensive report in a user-friendly and readable format. In 

the Word document, each keyword is followed by citations that explain why this specific section is 

relevant for screening and how these parts of the policy document match the search terms. The phrases 

around the keywords demonstrate the context within which each search term was used.  

Due to the large amount of coded NVIVO material from the relevant policy papers and information 

gathered from the interviews, a comprehensive overview was created. The data collected from NVIVO 

and the conducted interviews were added to an excel file to categorize all relevant information between 

the five hub typologies (i.e., fisheries and aquaculture, forestry, mining, tourism and indigenous peoples) 

and two columns added for mitigation and adaptation. The relevant information was then extracted for 

this climate change deliverable. With respect to the interviews, given the large number of interviews 

and their length, it was decided to summarize them rather than use the transcripts and these summaries 

have been used in all WP1 deliverables previously.  

Interviews were conducted in all studied industries and within the indigenous peoples hub, in all partner 

countries, at the EU level, and, when possible, in the native languages. Policy makers (including NGOs) 

with a general interest in EA-relevant issues were included in the study. With respect to indigenous 

peoples, it should be noted this report refers only to the Sámi in Norway, Sweden and Finland. At the 

time of writing D1.4, interviews had not yet been conducted with the Inuit in Greenland. Due to the 

pandemic, most of the interviews were conducted online. Informants were first asked about COVID-19 

and its impacts on the industry in question; they were then asked to identify megatrends, trends, weak 
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signals, and wildcards affecting the industry or EA as such;7 and, finally, sustainability and its meanings 

were also discussed.  

The project report is organised as follows: Section 3 discusses realised and predicted climate change 

impacts to Arctic industries; Section 4 looks at how to manage climate change including adaptation and 

mitigation and Section 5 delves into the existential asking what challenges and risks are too large to 

manage. 

 

 

 
7  Suopajärvi, Nygaard et al. 2022. 
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3. REALISED AND PREDICTED CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS TO ARCTIC INDUSTRIES  

Realized and predicted climate change impacts on fisheries and aquaculture, forestry, mining, tourism 

and indigenous peoples vary dramatically depending on the perspective. The national strategies speak 

very little to the issue of impacts on industries or indigenous peoples tending to frame climate change 

more broadly and technically. This approach also allows for the proposal of solutions whether these are 

policy actions or something more tangible. The interviews of affected actors, both industry and non-

industry related, tend to have more concrete views on realized and predicted impacts couched in the 

language of business opportunities and risks. Climate change is actually mentioned very little in either 

the strategies or interviews revealing its lesser role when talking about different industries in the Arctic. 

Particularly when it comes to mining, but also in general, climate change tends to be addressed under 

the umbrella of sustainability. 

 

3.1. Fisheries and aquaculture 

There are four fish farming hubs: Varangerfjord in the very north of Norway, Egersund in the south of 

Norway, Westfjords located at the northwest tip of Iceland and the island of Suðuroy in the Faroe 

Islands. Although fisheries and aquaculture are often considered together because fisheries and 

aquaculture are often intertwined, there are differences. Fish farming is usually seen as a subset of 

aquaculture focusing solely on raising fish commercially in pens, tanks or ponds, whereas aquaculture 

is commonly defined as the breeding, rearing and harvesting of animals and plants in all types of water 

environments. 8  

Warming seas and ocean acidification are the main climate related concerns of the aquaculture industry, 

all of which are indirect effects peripheral to actual aquaculture activities. Rising sea temperatures are 

not seen by all as a potentially significant risk, at least in the short term. A government official in the 

Faroe Islands noted that an increase in temperature of one or two degrees will not dramatically affect 

the fish farming industry and is to some extent beneficial as it allows the industry to slowly adapt to the 

changing environment.9  Even if warming seas is not a serious concern, sea lice already pose a problem, 

although a manageable one, and the potential for future larger problems with sea lice and other parasites 

are acknowledged.10  Conversely, the Arctic Climate Change Update (2021) report blames the loss of 

sea ice on detrimental outcomes for the marine food web, notably that marine algae bloom timing and 

 
8 European Commission (n.d.). 
9 Interview with Faroese government official (2021). 
10 Interview with Icelandic aquaculture industry representative (2021). 
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intensity have shifted, affecting krill, fish, birds, and mammals. With respect to human impacts, the loss 

of sea ice, which serves as a platform for hunting and fishing, brings problems to coastal communities.11 

While ocean acidification is generally attributed to climate change, Iceland has a different interpretation 

of the data and believes it is likely happening due to natural conditions rather than human activities.12 

To emphasize the point in the Introduction, the Arctic is not a homogeneous area and the effects of 

climate change, both real and perceived, vary dramatically depending on one’s perspective. 

Although production may not be directly affected by climate change, climate change may cause  changes 

in the oceans, such as agal blooms and changes in sea water quality that could affect how aquaculture is 

conducted today and what it will need to account for in the future if it is to continue its current growth 

trajectory.13 Even if in the short- to medium-term climate change will not have such dire consequences 

for fisheries and aquaculture, the impact will be noticeable in the long-term. There will be many 

obstacles and challenges such as increased biomass production in cold waters and pollution, including 

plastic which can already be found in large amounts in oceans and rivers.14 Projections for the 

aquaculture industry in the next 10-50 years are not uniform and vary from those who believe the Arctic 

will not offer significant commercial possibilities for fisheries to those who believe that as the ice melts 

and sunlight penetrates the sea, plankton populations will grow rapidly creating ideal conditions for new 

kinds of fish to thrive.15 Perhaps to reconcile the dichotomy, the same document suggests that while 

there may be opportunities for demersal fisheries at depths where it is possible, pelagic fisheries in the 

Arctic will likely become the most important type of fishing.16 Even with contradictory views, the 

prevailing belief is that demand for aquaculture’s products will only increase over time and businesses 

will have to show they can deliver the products needed in a sustainable and environmentally friendly 

way.17 

 

3.2.  Forestry 

There are five forest hubs including three in northern Sweden and two in northern Finland. In Sweden 

the hubs are Jokkmokk, Gran Sameby and Gällivare. In Finland they are located in Kemi and Kemijärvi. 

 
11 Arctic Climate Change Update (2021). 
12 Interview with Icelandic governmental official (2021). 
13 Interview with Faroese aquaculture research company (2021). 
14 Interview with Norwegian fisheries/aquaculture research organisation (2021). 
15 The Faroe Islands: A Nation in the Arctic (2013). 
16 Ibid.  
17 Interview with Norwegian fisheries/aquaculture research organisation (2021). 
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Like the three other industries, the existing impacts of climate change also on forestry can either be 

negative or positive depending on one’s point of view. From the negative point of view, Finland’s 

National Climate Change Adaptation Plan (2022) mentions a changing climate may pose new threats to 

the current populations of living organisms as, for example, foreign harmful organisms may spread to 

new areas becoming increasingly abundant and damaging ecosystems, hence causing other problems. 

Finland’s National Forest Strategy (2019) stresses the negative economic impacts, “An increase in forest 

damage resulting from climate change is also a threat to the different uses of forests, forest-based 

industry and business as well as the health and welfare benefits derived from forests”.18 Temporary 

disruptions in the demand and supply of wood are one manifestation of these potential threats.19 

Mirroring the tone and concerns, and also with a clear economic focus, Sweden’s Climate Change 

Adaptation Strategy asserts “Climate change and a growing global market increase risks and problems 

with plant pests. To promote forest health and avoid export restrictions for Swedish forest products, 

there is a need for a long term and wide cooperation, adapted forest management, external monitoring, 

risk assessment, inventory, diagnosis, tree genetics and research and development“.20  

From the positive point of view, Finland’s National Climate Change Adaptation Plan (2022) forecasts 

the biological productive capacity of forests and farming ecosystems to improve in the north, which may 

bring benefits and give rise to new business opportunities. Specifically, the changing climate is expected 

to improve the growth of trees especially in Northern Finland. Government’s perception of the 

ambiguities around existing and potential future impacts is concerning, however, as stated forestry goals 

are too vague and attempt to address too much.21 

The industry perspective tends to see the impacts of climate change from an economic vantage point 

subject to the whims of global events and phenomena. Changes in timber demand are very difficult to 

predict. Environmental shocks affecting the timber markets in different countries can affect 

the Finnish forestry sector by drastically reducing or increasing the demand for timber. For example, 

after the storms in Central and Eastern Europe, storm-damaged timber was brought and sold all the 

way to Finnish markets. 22  An industry representative from Finland noted that the demand for forestry 

products is increasing due to the growth of online shopping, which in turn has increased interest in 

packaging materials and therefore in forestry products, but also the desire for climate-friendly products. 

The latter is particularly important as this impacts on the forest sector in the north in general and on 

 
18 Finland’s National Forest Strategy (2019). 
19 Ibid. 
20 Sweden’s National Forest Program (2018). 
21 Interview with Finnish forest industry association (2021). 
22 Ibid.  
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employment in northern Finland in particular.23 The physical impacts of most concern to the timber 

market are storm damage, which can disturb large swaths of forest over a long period of time, and more 

potent and frequent forest fires. 

For individual actors in the Arctic, the link between forestry and climate change is less direct, less clear. 

Climate change predictions and outcomes are open to debate. As one interviewee notes, “the effects of 

climate change depend on whether forestry is seen more as a solution or a problem”24 an example of 

which was provided by a different interviewee who noted that in Finland, cuttings are typically equated 

with deforestation hence the view that forestry by definition negatively exacerbates climate change.25   

 

3.3. Mining 

Mining is one of the more dominant hubs, with there being a total of seven in the project, four in Norway, 

two in Sweden and one in Finland. The four in Norway include Svalbard, Egersund in southern Norway, 

Kautokeino-Kvalsund in northern Norway and Varangerfjord in the very north bordering on the border 

with Finland. In Sweden the hubs include Kristineberg and Gällivare, and in Finland, the single hub is 

in Kittilä.  

There are three main themes around the impacts of climate change on mining activities in the north and 

the effects of climate change. The first theme relates to both the physical and socio-economic effects of 

climate change on the sector. In terms of the physical effects, issues such as thawing permafrost on 

mining infrastructure is cited as a problem for Russian companies due to pipelines cracking.26 Svalbard 

was particularly highlighted in the interviews as there are serious concerns regarding climate change 

impacting its mining-related cultural heritage sites. The warmer climate and retreating sea ice have 

quickened the pace of coastal erosion causing a feedback loop where less sea ice leads to more wave 

activity, which in turn leads to more erosion of unprotected shorelines, where most of Svalbard’s cultural 

heritage sites are situated. Other negative effects from climate change in Svalbard include more 

extensive damage from rust and rot, thawing permafrost, and landslides, all of which are expected to 

continue.  The iconic cableways and pithead installations from mining operations in Longyearbyen and 

the surrounding vicinity are already exposed to rot and landslides.27  

 
23 Ibid. 
24 Ibid 
25 Ibid. 
26 Interview with environmental NGO (2021). 
27 Norwegian Ministry of Justice and Public Security (2016). 
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Effects on industry are not contained to physical effects, but also encompass the robustness of the sector 

as a whole, particularly with respect to employment and innovation. The key role of using energy and 

raw material efficient technologies to achieve the climate goals have created demand that is viewed as 

an opportunity in Finland for mine and mineral ecosystem operators to offer new technologies, solutions 

and expertise,28 as well as in Sweden, for companies to export their skills in smart mining to other 

countries furthering the global climate transition.29 This growing demand for materials, especially 

battery technology-related materials, directly affects employment in the north given the current scarcity 

of raw materials and the potential untapped supply in the Arctic.30 As northern regions are rich in green 

minerals (those needed to transition to a low carbon economy) demanded globally, there is expected to 

be a significant impact on the European Arctic in general. Supply security also enters the equation as 

one interviewee noted that Europe must be less dependent on China and other global actors,31 and this 

is possible because the EU Raw Material Initiative and the European Green Deal support extraction of 

critical raw materials. 

Not all interviewees, however, view the future of mining to be one of continuous growth. The energy 

transition notwithstanding, a slow-down due to global economic stagnation, especially around the year 

2050, was predicted by an industry expert. The rationale given is this is likely simply because the pace 

of economic growth over the last 20-30 years is unsustainable.32 Limits to mining are also tied directly 

to climate change with its negative impacts on the fragile ecosystem of the Arctic. From a long-term 

perspective, the acquisition of financing for mine sites may become more difficult since investors tend 

to invest in more sustainable and environmentally friendly initiatives despite the counter argument of 

having positive benefits for civilization.33 

The second theme is the mining-climate change nexus as both driver and supplier of the green transition. 

Climate change is a driver of new environmentally friendly and more energy-efficient products for the 

mining industry, but its key role in furthering the green shift is as a supplier of industrial minerals and 

metals for downstream industries and consumers.34 Goods and services that can impact the green shift, 

reduce CO2 emissions, and contribute to slowing down global warming will be of interest. Battery 

technology and digital communication, for instance, will be significant as products and drivers of 

 
28 Finland’s Strategy for Arctic Policy (2021). 
29 Sweden's Strategy for the Arctic Region (2020). 
30 Interview with Finnish government official (2021). 
31 Interview with Norwegian mineral industry representative (2021). 
32 Ibid. 
33 Interview with international mining related NGO (2021). 
34 Strategy for the Mineral Industry (2013). 
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demand.35 Platinum is used in catalysers for vehicles and rare earth elements such as neodymium are 

used in super-magnets in windmills and in hybrid vehicles.36 Although the primary materials for the 

energy transition are produced throughout the European Arctic, it was the interviewees from Norway 

who particularly emphasized the importance of production versus climate change, specifically extracting 

energy critical metals including rare earth elements, cobalt, lithium, vanadium, and graphite.37 

The third theme is the impact on raw materials awareness. The nexus between climate change and 

mining is not only physical but based on perceptions too. One of the positive outcomes of climate change 

is that it makes the argument for the transition to renewable energy supplies, and in so doing, has raised 

awareness that raw materials are the foundation of our society. As one interviewee noted, “climate 

change, as such, is not of course a good thing, but it has raised awareness about raw materials and about 

the need for raw materials as a base for our society.”38 Average citizens are now more aware and discuss 

the use of raw materials whether this is extraction itself or less tangible topics such as the role of raw 

materials in value chains. This awareness in turn has led to a challenging of the demand and use of raw 

materials. How to reconcile this argument with the growing need for industrial minerals and metals in 

daily life, future societies and for the energy transition in particular, is a tension that industry and 

authorities both must do a better job addressing.39 

 

3.4. Tourism 

Tourism is the only hub that is present in all the partner countries of ArcticHubs except Sweden. There 

are a total of seven tourism hubs: Nuup Kangerlua in the southwest of Greenland, Westfjords in the 

northwest of Iceland, Suðuroy in the Faroe Islands, Egersund in southern Norway, Varangerfjord in 

northern Norway, Kittilä in Finnish Lapland and Inari in northern Finnish Lapland. 

Arctic tourism is a prime example of an industry that touches on many types of economic activities, 

including recreational fishing, cruising and sailing, skiing and other winter activities. As such, it also 

exemplifies how the impacts of climate change vary a great deal within the same region; yet, impacts 

are discussed to a greater degree in the climate change strategies than the interviews. In some interviews, 

climate change did not even arise as a topic.40  

 
35 Interview with Norwegian minerals research organisation (2021). 
36 Strategy for the Mineral Industry (2013). 
37 Norwegian industry representative (2021). 
38 Interview with Finnish government official (2021). 
39 Ibid. 
40 Interview with Icelandic government official (2021). 
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Impacts in the national strategies, while sometimes portrayed positively, are in fact a measure of relative 

deprivation. For example, although northern Finland will most probably have less snow in the future 

leading to a shorter ski season, countries such as Switzerland, Austria and Italy will have even less snow. 

In the long run, northern Finland could emerge as the ski destination not only of choice but of necessity.41 

Whether climate change is actually beneficial for Lapland therefore becomes more of an ethical question 

than an environmental and economic one. 

Impacts identified in the interviews tend to be mixed, divided between those that exist and those that 

may happen in the future. One of the more jarring of the existing impacts has to do with what is termed, 

last chance tourism. The visual identity of what tourists are coming to look at is changing. For example, 

in Iceland and the Arctic as a whole, glaciers are melting, affecting the appearance of individual 

countries and the region alike. Yet it is precisely their disappearance which draws more and more people 

in the hopes of viewing these natural wonders before they cease to exist. Throughout the European 

Arctic, people are paradoxically coming to experience climate change, while simultaneously 

contributing to it. They want to see the polar bear before it is gone and winter landscapes before they 

vanish.42 This trend will surely continue and begs the question in what ways should the tourism industry 

deliver on sustainability issues in the future?43 

Rapid climate change, which mainly refers to retreating sea ice and its ramifications, is another prevalent 

theme in the interviews. Svalbard exemplifies the issue because it is an area where climate models 

predict the temperature will continue to rise particularly fast; although, problems related to retreating 

sea ice pertain to all parts of the EA. Concerns about Svalbard revolve not only around the direct 

environmental impacts of retreating sea ice, but that this phenomenon will make more and more of 

Svalbard’s coastal and marine areas accessible for much of the year. This in turn presents opportunities 

for a continued rise in maritime traffic related to cruise tourism around Svalbard and in the northern 

Barents Sea, exacerbating sea ice retreat and other environmental impacts and risks. 44  

Although most interviewees stressed the importance of the tourism industry to Arctic economies, there 

is also a palpable concern that it is coming at the expense of the environment and should perhaps be 

limited. The concerns revolve around the potential for large-scale changes in travelling patterns over the 

long term because of increasing tourism in general and the desire for much of the rapidly urbanizing  

global population to experience the pristine nature of the Arctic.45 While industry hopes this can be 

 
41 Finland’s National Climate Change Adaptation Plan (2022). 
42 Interview with Norwegian tourism representative (2021). 
43 Ibid. 
44 Norwegian Ministry of Justice and Public Security (2016). 
45 Interview with Faroese environmental official (2021). 
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avoided simply by raising the awareness of eco-conscious tourists as to the impacts their travel is having, 

thus they would of their own accord act responsibly, there is also wide-spread skepticism around at least 

the sole-use of this strategy to limit tourism. 46  

 

3.5. Reindeer herding and Indigenous livelihoods 

There are six indigenous hubs: Egersund on the southwest coast of Norway, Gran Semeby, Jokkmokk 

and Gällivare in northern Sweden, Kautokeino-Kvalsund in northern Norway and Inari in Finland. 

Climate change and the increasingly urgent discourse around the energy transition cause enormous 

challenges for the traditional livelihoods of the Sámi peoples as they are forced to adapt to extreme 

natural phenomena and changing conditions.47 National strategies frame these effects as objective rather 

than personal and community phenomena. For example, there is language that discusses the rapid 

warming endangers Arctic species and ecosystems which are dependent on the ice platform, the snow 

and permafrost.48 Changing weather patterns such as more rain and the covering of moss and lichen in 

ice rather than snow negatively influence food accessibility for reindeers, which has implications on 

both individual and herd health as well as the disposable income of the Sámi.49  

As indigenous communities are directly, and mostly negatively, impacted by climate change, they want 

to have a seat at the table about issues previously mentioned, but also when it comes to larger economic 

issues such as the opening of new sea routes or extractive projects.50 What may be beneficial for 

industries and countries can be devastating for the indigenous way of life. Arctic countries are 

recognizing that participation of indigenous and local communities in international climate change 

efforts is vital51 and explicitly state their active participation in decision-making is crucial to be able to 

meet future climate challenges.52 This demonstrates that local knowledge can also influence global 

drivers illustrating the local-global connection runs in both directions.   

The interviews, however, have a very different tenor. The Sámi talk about how climate change has a 

strong negative impact on their livelihoods and culture as they are often the first to suffer from climate 

change, even if they are perhaps the least to blame for it. There are natural resources in the Arctic, and 

various parties are increasingly interested in exploiting them. The growing public interest 

 
46 Interview with Icelandic government official (2021). 
47 Interview with Finnish Sámi representative (2021). 
48 Norwegian Government’s Arctic policy white paper: abstract 20 (2020). 
49 Finland’s National Climate Change Adaptation Plan (2022). 
50 Interview with Finnish Sámi representative (2021). 
51 Norwegian Government’s Arctic policy white paper: abstract 20 (2020). 
52 Sweden's Strategy for the Arctic region (2011). 
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in the Arctic, which is mostly caused by climate change (new sea routes, Arctic natural resources, 

growth of tourism), is already causing enormous challenges for the Sámi and traditional livelihoods, 

as practitioners have to adapt to the extreme natural phenomena and changing conditions caused by 

climate change. In addition, there are external stressors related to the energy transition, such as mining 

projects and wind power projects, which aim to take over the living space and pastures from the Sámi 

and are realised at the expense of their communities and culture. While some of these projects appear 

beneficial on the surface, they are not seen as providing benefits to the local communities. Wind turbines 

exemplify this as they are described as crucial to fight climate change, but the produced energy is used 

elsewhere and does not benefit the surrounding region. Some Sámi representatives question why they 

should sacrifice their way of life to help fight climate change while the rest of the world can continue as 

is without making sacrifices and changes. People think that the Sámi culture and livelihoods are flexible, 

but they cannot adapt endlessly. One interviewee asks, “Why are we taking from those who are already 

in a disadvantaged position?”53 

As weather and landscape patterns change, so also does the behavior of the reindeer, leading to poorer 

productivity and profitability in reindeer husbandry.54 In addition to reindeer husbandry, Sámi culture 

is also adversely affected by climate change due to impacts on traditional handcrafts, hunting and 

fishing. As a result, animal and natural materials necessary for upholding these practices and passing 

them on to future generations are diminishing negatively affecting traditional Sámi knowledge and the 

Sámi language, posing uncomfortable questions as to whether adaptation is even possible in certain 

circumstances.55 

An interviewee in Sweden captured the very personal aspects of the Sámi in the extractives context 

when asked how a sustainable society can be reached, and answering that, first, it has to be 

acknowledged the Swedish view of the extractive industry has come at the expense of reindeer 

husbandry for decades. In Sweden there is no awareness of this. Reindeer husbandry and the Sámi 

people are, in general, overlooked in Sweden and therefore also in Europe. The question is non-existent 

and therefore not on the table for discussion, which is the real problem. As long as Sweden can push 

these questions aside, they will not have to consider reindeer husbandry and Sámi rights, the outcome 

being that reindeer husbandry is sacrificed and silenced in the process as there are no economic 

incentives. Building on the first question, the interviewee continues by asking on whose terms and at 

whose expense is this sustainable society developed? Where is the discussion on climate justice? And 

if there is a discussion, who frames it? How words are used, words like ‘sustainability’ in the contexts 

 
53 Interview with Finnish Sámi representative (2021). 
54 OHCHR (2020). 
55 OHCHR (2020). 
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of ‘sustainable mining’ and ‘sustainable forestry’ matter and need to be debated in the open. It seems 

like the whole discussion is green washed. 56   

 

 

 

 

 
56 Interview with Swedish Sámi representative (2021). 
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4. HOW TO MANAGE CLIMATE CHANGE  

Managing climate change is typically addressed either by mitigation or adaptation measures; however, 

national strategies, even explicit climate change strategies, have very little to offer in the way of actual 

measures. Most of the plans describe the impacts or expected impacts of climate change and policy 

conundrums but proposed solutions are relatively few.  

More recently, at least in the European context, approaches to mitigation and adaptation are converging 

via the EU Taxonomy Regulation57, which is essentially the world’s first green list of sustainable 

business activities and practices. The classification system provides a set of sustainability metrics 

enabling direct comparisons between companies, and also informs investment decisions, on the social 

and environmental impacts of the business.58 The regulation is primarily aimed at the financial sector to 

accelerate sustainable investment, but other sectors will have to comply with the new regulation and 

disclose the sustainability impacts of their activities. It entered into force on 1 January 2022.  

With respect to the relevant industries and hubs in the ArcticHubs project, it is the EU Taxonomy that 

will be the main instrument for implementing both mitigation and adaptation, the two of which are the 

initial focus of the Taxonomy. Of all the hubs, only forestry is explicitly listed as an included practice; 

although, activities related to extractive projects, fisheries and aquaculture will likely be affected as 

well. The Taxonomy’s potential to influence if and how land and business owners conduct business in 

the future inevitably will provoke concerns and questions of power. This is already seen in the European 

Arctic with forestry owners expressing concerns over their future ability to develop forests.  

With the exception of the fisheries and aquaculture sector, industry interviews, like the national 

strategies, also offer little in the way of either concrete mitigation or adaptation strategies suggesting 

that industry may not know how to manage climate change. For the Sámi peoples, while there may be 

short-term measures that can help with reindeer husbandry adaptation, in the longer term and around the 

larger issue of continuing cultural existence, the outlook is not positive. 

 

4.1. Fisheries and aquaculture  

The Icelandic Association of Companies in Aquaculture (2021) asserts the tolerance limit on land has 

been reached and therefore the focus should shift to the oceans. Indeed this shift has already begun 

occurring and is clearly manifested in discussions on the Blue Economy, whose role encompasses both 

 
57 Regulation (EU) 2020/852 
58 Financing a Sustainable European Economy (2020). 
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mitigation and adaptation for the aquaculture industry. For example, the reduction of carbon is already 

integrated into the business practices around salmon production. Salmon products are expensive, and it 

is primarily the fast-growing middle class, especially in China, that both looks for food with a low 

carbon footprint and can also afford to buy salmon products.  Downstream along the value chain is the 

issue of feed for the salmon manufactured by the large feed companies. Traditionally, they have relied 

on fishmeal and fish oil, and while these are still main ingredients, the fish farming industries are looking 

ahead to other sources such as insect production to minimize their carbon footprint. This, however, is 

still a way off and in the meantime fish farming industries rely heavily on feed components, such as soy, 

imported from distant ecosystems. 

If there is consensus on anything, it is that management of the fisheries and aquaculture sector has to be 

forward-looking using the most contemporary and accurate projections for climate change based on 

climate models. Norway illustrates this via their maritime spatial planning and intergovernmental 

coordination.59 In Norway, there is one uniform management plan for all ocean areas, and a different 

management regime for the coastal areas where the municipalities are in charge. Since ecosystems and 

climate change do not recognise administrative borders, it is argued the improved coordination of what 

is now a fragmented, largely municipality-driven way of managing could be an interesting track 

to investigate. It is also important to be very clear that local interest and local know-how are extremely 

important and should not be left out in such cross-local area coordination. Tailor-made solutions are an 

important part of this.   

Marine industrial parks where activities (offshore wind, aquaculture, oil and gas, fisheries and blue 

forests) are physically concentrated is another concept on the Norwegian agenda. One possible future 

marine industrial park could be used to stimulate growth of seaweed and algae to capture CO2, but also 

to produce biomass for food usable both for fish and humans.60  

Ocean businesses themselves in Norway have asked for a voluntary common code of conduct even 

though there are already laws and regulations furthering sustainability. Transparency and knowing the 

rules of the game provide a common language and framework for defining a sustainable ocean business. 

One interviewee noted that many businesses are struggling with taking the UN Sustainable Development 

Goals down to their own company level and implementing actions that are sustainable. 61  

Climate change also brings new opportunities for re-thinking how fish farming is conducted. The Faroe 

Islands have expertise in land-based smolt farming and in RAS (recirculating aquaculture systems) used 

 
59 Interview with Norwegian fisheries/aquaculture research organization (2021).   
60 Ibid. 
61 Ibid.  
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to reduce the time salmon are kept in pens in the fjords, where the lice are the big problem. The difficult 

irony of the situation is that if the technology works well, then it would be more profitable to move 

production closer to the markets. This in turn would mean that the advantageous situation for Faroese 

salmon producers today resulting from the good natural conditions for salmon farming, would no longer 

be relevant in the production process, thus wreaking havoc on the domestic economy. As it is now, land-

based smolt farming is very expensive and requires a lot of energy. Even so, there are already very large 

land-based smolt-plants in the Faroes and they are expanding. 62 

In addition to land-based farming, offshore fish farming is seen as a way to increase production, and 

possibly to eliminate the sea lice problem. It can also be a way to reduce environmental pressures from 

organic waste in the fjords. Offshore fish farming in the Faroes is potentially problematic though 

because currents form a front that protects shelf waters, and production activities transgressing these 

zones would potentially increase the risk of pathogens and more in the coastal areas. Also it would likely 

conflict with other activities, fisheries especially.  

Seaweed farming and “integrated multitrophic aquaculture” is another new opportunity. This is 

aquaculture that seeks to be circular in its production process and producing at multiple trophic levels 

(fish, mussels, seaweed) rather than just one single trophic level (salmon). Mussels can be used to filtrate 

waste from fish farming and thus nourish seaweed. The issue of spatial conflicts arises again as an 

interviewee notes there are already difficulties referring to the extant conflicts over space between 

different forms of aquaculture (salmon and seaweed).  

Increased production in fish farming should be expected in the EA as there is an increased need for 

protein in the world, while at the same time an ongoing expectation (at least in the EU) these proteins 

are produced with a low footprint, which is already the case. More production should not come at the 

expense of biodiversity, however. There should be a stronger focus on quality protection measures and 

these should work as intended; for example, they must be dynamic and adjusted according to changes 

in climate. There is a need for smart combinations of use and protection again reiterating the belief that 

too large protection areas are not suitable measures for the current challenges. 63 

Many interviews mention the nexus between technology and climate change with respect to mitigation 

for the fisheries and aquaculture industry.64 Transitioning away from air freight by plane can be achieved 

first by using new freezing technology to reduce the quality between fresh and frozen fish which in turn 

 
62 Interview with Faroese aquaculture research company (2021). 
63 Ibid. 
64 Ibid.  
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allows the use of a boat instead of a plane. There has been rapid technological advancement in working 

offshore in ever-deeper waters. Robotics, video surveillance, and submersible technology are now 

routinely packaged into machinery for operations that were not previously possible. While all of these 

examples are more about making production more cost effective, they also have the effect of making 

the fisheries and aquaculture industry more environmentally friendly. 

Although the link between vessel emissions related to fisheries and aquaculture with climate change is 

not direct, it has been a driving force for countries in the EA to promote the development of low- and 

even zero emission solutions for relevant vessel categories. The location of fish stocks in the Arctic has 

changed, in part due to climate change, 65 which in turn directly affects carbon emissions as fisherman 

need to go further into the sea to find new fish stocks and therefore need larger vessels that use more 

fossil fuels. For instance, heavy fossil fuel is responsible for up to five per cent of Iceland’s emissions, 

and while the relationship between climate change and the fisheries and aquaculture sector is not the 

only contributor to its widespread use, this nexus is still the rationale for the Icelandic government 

aiming to rapidly decarbonize the fisheries sector. This has resulted in both financial support and 

concrete measures to eventually replace heavy fuel oil with clean electricity using hydro energy and by 

harnessing geothermal steam.66 In the past several years, Iceland has begun the switch to clean electricity 

and aims to finalize the transition to electricity before 2030.67  Norway has a similar ambition, aiming 

to halve emissions from fisheries and domestic shipping by 2030 by promoting the development of low- 

and zero emission solutions for all vessel categories.68  

 

4.2. Forestry 

In the context of climate change, the forestry industry is the one where mitigation and adaptation will 

largely be addressed through policy mechanisms. As noted in the introduction to Section 4, the EU 

Taxonomy Regulation will become the overarching framework for mitigation and adaption in the 

forestry sector. At the time of analysing the relevant strategies and conducting interviews in 2021, the 

EU Taxonomy was not yet official. Hence for the purposes of looking at how climate change in the 

forestry sector is managed from a policy perspective, the renewed EU Forest Strategy (2021), which not 

only affects the EU level but national levels as well, is the point of departure. For mitigation, 

commitments and actions in the forestry sector will help achieve the EU’s greenhouse gas emission 

 
65 Interview with Norwegian regional government representative (2021). 
66 Iceland’s new Climate Action Plan for 2018-2030 (2018). 
67 Ibid. 
68 Norway's National Plan (2019). 
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reduction target of at least 55% in 2030, set out in the European Climate Law and implemented by the 

measures in the Fit for 55 package. The revised Regulation on Land Use, Land Use Change and Forestry 

cites a more specific net removal target for the EU of 310 million tons of carbon dioxide- equivalents 

through the removal of greenhouse gas emissions by forests and forest products.69 One way this is 

accomplished is through forest management and ensuring forests’ role as sinks in the carbon cycle is 

maintained or enhanced and by providing bio-materials that can act as temporary carbon stores or as 

‘carbon substitutes’, replacing carbon-intensive materials and fuels.70  

The economic and social benefits of enhanced afforestation are stressed in the EU Forest Strategy as 

being one of the most effective climate change and disaster risk mitigation strategies in the forest sector. 

Afforestation can create substantial job opportunities, especially in relation to the collecting and 

cultivating of seeds, planting seedlings, and ensuring their development, as well as providing socio-

economic benefits to local communities. Exposure to green and forested areas can greatly benefit 

people’s physical and mental health. 

Reference is specifically made to the important role that private forest owners play. Forest owners and 

managers need drivers and financial incentives to be able to provide, in addition to wood and non-wood 

materials and products, ecosystem services through forest protection and restoration. They also must 

increase the resilience of their forests through the adoption of most climate and biodiversity friendly 

forest management practices. This is particularly important in parts of Europe that have been hit by 

climate change earlier and harder than anticipated and where rural areas have suffered from the loss of 

income and livelihoods.71  

The issues of private forest owners are emerging on the political stage in the context of the EU 

Taxonomy debate. Prior to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the Taxonomy was problematic for Finnish 

and Swedish forest owners as they believed it would stop them from developing their forests. In light of 

the sanctions on Russia and there no longer being timber exports, this issue has quieted down in Spring 

2022. 

Forestry mitigation is also included in the EU Biodiversity Strategy for 2030, which sets outs a pledge 

to plant at least three billion additional trees by 2030 to combat the ongoing trend of declining forest 

area. Over time, it will contribute to increasing the EU forest cover and, correspondingly, the EU land 

carbon sink and stock. It is also expected to help raise societal awareness and commitment. This Strategy 

 
69 European Parliament (2021). 
70 Ibid. 
71 Ibid. 
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includes a roadmap for the implementation of the pledge based on the overall principle of planting and 

growing the right tree in the right place and for the right purpose.72 

In the EU Forest Strategy, adaptation is defined as both adapting forests to climate change and restoring 

forests following climate damages. Climate adaptation requires investing in disaster prevention, 

preparedness, response and post-disaster forest recovery and spending should include, as a minimum, 

to ‘restore and reforest better’ conditions in line with management practices that increase forest 

resilience. The use of genetic resources, meaning forest reproductive material to climate-proof forestry, 

is one proactive approach in this category. The strategy gives a more active role for the Commission as 

it evokes a co-partnership role between the Commission and Member States to monitor the situation of 

tree health in the EU, including the impact of invasive alien species, diseases and pests such as bark 

beetles, and encourage the necessary preventive actions for early detection and eradication. Finally it 

stresses the need for more collaborative research between EU countries to assist forest species 

migration.73 

There is no mention of either mitigation or adaptation to climate change in the Finnish Forest Strategy. 

Finnish politicians have raised a question about compensation in case Finland should increase its 

protected areas, but there are no guidelines regarding compensation measures yet. In Sweden’s National 

Forest Program (2018), there is only one mention of climate change which simply states that sustainable 

forest management provides climate benefits, such as sustainable forest growth. This ensures security 

of supply and access to domestic biomass resources from Swedish forests. 74 

There is little mention of mitigation and adaption in the interviews. Only two of the interviewees had 

comments on this topic, the first of whom noted that forest owners are preparing more regularly for 

storms and extreme weather events as they are becoming more common. The popularity of forest 

insurances is on the increase, as currently half of the forests are covered by forest insurances. Legislation 

and recommendations for good forest management already acknowledge the need to adapt to climate 

change including the maintenance of mixed wood forests and diversity in species as these make forests 

more resilient to extreme weather events. Although the forest industry has been preparing for these 

events for a long time, the need to prepare is growing.75 The other interviewee noted that due to the 

shortening of winters, forest roads need more maintenance and the extent of the road network needs to 

be considered when making felling plans and budgets.76 The same interviewee also made the link 

 
72 Ibid. 
73 Ibid. 
74 Interview with Finnish forestry government representative (2018). 
75 Interview with Finnish forest industry association (2021). 
76 Ibid. 
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between forestry and the energy transition by suggesting that forestry products could be used for the 

energy transition by providing raw materials to replace fossil products. 

Although not directly related to climate change, a critical perspective on forestry practices emerged with 

one interviewee stating that forestry companies are driven by timber prices. They are re-active and focus 

only on what they know instead of looking at changes and innovations. More effort should be put into 

developing techniques instead of defending the practices of today. 77  

 

4.3. Mining 

The regulation of mining is a national competence; yet, extant national mining strategies tend to be old 

and outdated as most were published around 2010. They are, however, increasingly viewed as a 

necessary and separate mechanism to secure resources and promote the minerals sector. In the EA they 

are not, however, utilized to promote either climate mitigation or adaptation. In Finland, the National 

Minerals Strategy (2010) makes no reference to climate change.78 In 2013, an action plan entitled 

Making Finland a Leader in the Sustainable Extractive Industry was published by the Ministry of 

Employment and Economy. The plan contains only a few references to climate change and all at a very 

general level, such as the link between the minerals industry and low carbon energy solutions, the need 

to address climate policy and energy conservation and the importance that investments support low-

emission production.79 More recently in Finland, a National Battery Strategy (2021) also published by 

the Ministry of Employment and Economy promotes battery minerals as useful for reaching climate 

targets. This connection, however, is only mentioned briefly at the beginning and end of the document.80 

Sweden’s Minerals Strategy (2013) discusses climate change only indirectly and mentions two basic 

points, the first is that industry should make the production of metals and minerals even more resource-

efficient, and the second is that the mining industry needs to further reduce its emissions of greenhouse 

gases.81  To date there has been no revision of the Swedish Minerals Strategy. The Norwegian Strategy 

of the Minerals Industry (2013) does not mention climate change at all. The only reference to climate is 

the Climate and Pollution Agency, responsible for issuing discharge permits to mines, which works with 

the Directorate of Mining in many areas including the preparation of guidelines on planning for the 

 
77Interview with Swedish forestry NGO (2021).  
78 Finland’s Minerals Strategy (2010). 
79 Finland’s Sustainable Extractive Industry Action Plan (2013). 
80 National Battery Strategy 2025 (2021). 
81 Sweden’s Minerals Strategy (2013). 
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subsequent use or restoration of areas after mineral extraction ends, but not explicitly on climate 

change.82 

The angle of the mining industry in relation to climate change is that of being a supplier of raw materials 

for green technologies.83 One suggestion for industry is to consider what the sea can provide. The 

exploitation and mining of minerals from the sea, other than sand and gravel, have just started and most 

current activity is in shallow water. Early estimates are that by 2030, 10 percent of the world's minerals, 

including cobalt, copper and zinc, could come from the ocean floors. Global annual turnover of marine 

mineral mining can be expected to grow from virtually nothing to up to €10 billion by 2030.84 Rather 

than climate change, it is the more generic term of sustainability most often invoked. For instance, one 

interviewee talked about digitalization and technological development in environmental monitoring not 

being fully utilized. Continuous monitoring of water quality as well as the use of drones, for example, 

in constant monitoring tailing ponds are supporting sustainability.85 

 

4.4. Tourism  

Even in affected countries and those worried about increasing tourism, there is no desire to stop tourism; 

rather, the preferred alternative is to green tourism so tourists can still come but be carbon neutral. In 

Scandinavia, Iceland, the Faroe Islands and Greenland, tourism’s carbon footprint is primarily a result 

of transportation, predominantly from the need to get to and from tourist destinations and the fossil fuels 

used to support that transportation. For example, in the Finnish tourism sector, emissions mainly 

originate from transport (75%) and accommodation (20%).86  

Not all countries in the European Arctic view tourism as needing to be a low-carbon sector. Finland 

envisions tourism this way and advocates an approach where political decisions and international 

agreements reinforce the sector’s own decisions to support changes in the consumption behaviour of 

tourists.87 In Iceland, there is little political will to reduce travel and there is concern that restrictions on 

greenhouse gas emissions, emissions trading and potential increases in jet fuel and other fuel prices will 

increase the cost of travel and reduce demand for destinations that require air travel.88 One interviewee 

expressed the concern that if airlines are taxed separately, it could lead to a rise in air fares to such an 

 
82 Norwegian Strategy for the Mineral Industry (2013). 
83 Interview with international mining related NGO (2021). 
84 Blue Growth Strategy (2017). 
85 Interview with Finnish government representative (2021). 
86 Finnish Tourism Strategy 2019-2023: Achieving More Together (2020). 
87 Ibid. 
88 Ibid. 
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extent that Iceland, Greenland and the Faroe Islands will be knocked out of the competition.89  The 

degree to which a country’s tourism industry is developed also tends to define the sector’s most pressing 

issues. It is therefore not surprising that Finland’s well-developed tourism industry would have different 

concerns than those of the newly burgeoning sector in Iceland, Greenland and the Faroe Islands.90  

‘Flight shame’, or the reluctance to travel by air because of the awareness of one’s contribution to 

greenhouse emissions, is in real terms both mitigation and adaptation but is perceived to be neither. 

Instead, at least in Iceland and the Faroe Islands, it is viewed more as a threat to the tourism industry 

and national economies.91 

As in mining, there is very little discussion around climate change directly; rather, the preferred angle 

is discussing sustainability aspects.  

 

4.5. Reindeer herding and indigenous livelihoods 

As indigenous communities are directly, and mostly negatively, impacted by climate change, they want 

to have a seat at the table when it comes to larger economic issues such as the development of new sea 

routes or extractive projects.92 Multilateral governance institutions, such as the Arctic Council, as well 

as national Arctic strategies, are the primary mechanisms to make visible and incorporate the voices of 

indigenous peoples into policies and activities intended to mitigate and adapt to climate change. 

Studying the impacts of climate both in terms of science and social effects, particularly with regard to 

indigenous peoples, is one of the main tasks of the Arctic Council.93 Two recent notable outputs are the 

Arctic Resilience Forum 202094 and the Impacts of Short-Lived Climate Forcers on Arctic Climate, Air 

Quality and Human Health (2021).95 Unfortunately, due to the Russian invasion of Ukraine, the Arctic 

Council in 2022 has paused all official meetings for the foreseeable future closing off one very 

significant pathway of empowerment for indigenous peoples. 

Arctic countries are recognizing that participation of indigenous and local communities in international 

climate change efforts is crucial. At the national level, Sweden’s strategy for the Arctic asserts the Sámi 

population shall be able to continue to pursue reindeer husbandry and other traditional activities to 

continue to survive and earn a livelihood in the Arctic. As the reindeer husbandry industry is facing 

 
89 Interview with Icelandic tourism industry association (2021). 
90 Ibid. 
91 Interview with Icelandic tourism industry association (2021). 
92 Ibid. 
93 Sweden's Strategy for the Arctic region (2011). 
94 Arctic Council (2021). 
95 Ibid. 
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multiple challenges including access to suitable calving grounds, Sweden’s strategy recommends the 

provision of migration routes with resting pastures and centrally connected seasonal grazing areas for 

long term sustainability.96 

For example, in Sweden the Sámi Parliament, a separate indigenous parliament, has proactively 

addressed the subject of climate change adaptation through the creation of an action plan which 

addresses ongoing and planned projects.97 Projects specific to reindeer husbandry include research on 

how climate change affects conditions for reindeer herding, providing alternative adaptation measures 

for reindeer husbandry, and an analysis of agreements related to winter grazing. In 2017, the Parliament 

announced funding to develop a climate and vulnerability analysis and an action plan for climate 

adaptation in Sámi villages. Again, mostly focused on reindeer husbandry, the goal is to produce an 

overall picture of how climate change affects the conditions for reindeer husbandry, to identify the 

threats and opportunities and to analyze possible proposals for action. During its annual reporting to the 

government, the Swedish Sámi Parliament report on work specifically related to climate change 

adaption including identification of vulnerabilities and prioritization of risks. To ensure continuous 

implementation, the national adaptation work is followed up in a five-year evaluation cycle by the 

National Expert Council on Adaption.98 

Whether there are even adaptation measures that will help the Sámi remains unclear. For example, as 

mentioned previously, traditional Sámi knowledge of which the language is the important means to 

communicate traditions to the next generation, is negatively affected by climate change suggesting 

adaptation may not always be possible. 99 

 
96 Sweden’s Strategy for the Arctic region (2011). 
97 Swedish Climate Change Adaptation Strategy (2018). 
98 OHCHR (2020). 
99 Ibid. 
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5. WHAT IF? UNMANAGEABLE CHALLENGES AND RISKS 

This section is intended to explore climate change challenges in the national strategies and interviews 

of a more existential nature, that are simply too complex and uncertain for solutions. Insofar as strategies 

are concerned, these types of challenges are not mentioned, which reflects the fact that official 

government strategies are intended to reassure and not to frighten. The problems and solutions posed in 

these documents are of a manageable nature to catalyse the development of policy instruments and prod 

on-the-ground actions. However, as impacts become more severe over time in the European Arctic and 

calls to action from citizens presumably grow louder, debates around environmental justice and the 

sharing of burdens and benefits will come to the fore. Governments will have to take a stronger role not 

only to manage climate change, but to manage society.  

Building on the idea of managing society, if there is one common theme that winds throughout 

discussions around complex, large-scale uncertainties, it is that people, their perceptions and their 

consequent behaviour, are the biggest unknowns in the climate change equation. For example, in the 

fisheries and aquaculture sector, the market for farmed salmon depends on the richer people in the world, 

not the poor, and they often change their eating habits.100 Whether sustainability is a factor in the salmon 

they choose to eat, or if they even continue their interest in eating fish, is a large unknown. 

The contemporary discourse in the mining sector centers on the tension inherent in the rising production 

of minerals and metals, largely due to the energy transition, and the burdens and benefits on local 

communities and indigenous peoples. Using the energy transition as the rationale for ramping up mining 

also shifts the discourse from one concentrated on local communities to one that pertains to society at 

large. The issue of who assumes the burdens and the benefits, communities or society, and for what 

reason, should the common good prevail over the lives of those most affected, is likely to grow more 

heated in the future and lead to more conflicts. While this tension has always been part of the debate, 

using the energy transition as justification for projects that might not otherwise be approved, poses a 

moral and ethical dilemma not so much for companies but for government. When it comes to indigenous 

peoples, more complex issues around human rights, sovereignty and even the possibility for devolution 

similar to what the northern territories in Canada have experienced makes the reconciliation of interests 

appear that much further away.101 

With respect to tourism, the ramifications from peoples’ behaviour touch on several areas. First, the 

growing middle class in India and China who have disposable income to spend on touristic activities at 

 
100 Interview with Icelandic fisheries/aquaculture government official (2021). 
101 Interview with Finnish Sami representative (2021). 
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least so far appear to prefer more natural and peaceful areas that are quiet and sparsely populated. 102 If 

this trend continues, it is difficult to imagine that tourist destinations throughout the European Arctic 

will not become more crowded. This leads to the second ramification which is the growth in ‘last chance’ 

tourism. More tourists will aggravate the climatic impacts on the environment creating a vicious circle. 

In the strategies as well as the interviews, the only approach to stopping this cycle also is dependent on 

human behaviour, which is known as flight shame. Whether tourists to the Arctic really are eco-

conscious remains to be seen. Even if they are eco-conscious, whether their awareness will be enough 

to stop them from visiting places that are vanishing also remains to be seen. In a very different way the 

issue of burdens and benefits also plays out in the flight shame concept. Those who are environmentally 

conscientious and voluntarily decide to stop traveling bear the burden of not seeing earth’s disappearing 

natural wonders while people who continue to travel will be able to see them, at least for a while. The 

third ramification has to do with making the tourist industry responsible for peoples’ behaviour, namely 

their clients; although, ‘responsible’ here means forcing them to buy carbon offsets, which has not been 

proven to be a very effective mitigation effort. This also implies the tourism industry recognises that 

they profit from the beautiful nature in the Arctic and therefore have a responsibility to preserve it. 

Given that it is human behaviour causing climate change, and that emissions continue to rise while 

knowing the dire consequences, relying on human behaviour on a mass scale to ‘fix’ the problem is 

rather worrisome.  

In addition to human behaviour and its direct affects on climate change, there is the reverse situation 

where the effects on the environment will directly impact people and these environmental effects are 

still largely unknown. The Arctic is now considered to be warming three times faster than the rest of the 

world where it previously was two times faster. The rapidity of changes is more likely to be exponential 

as time goes on rather than linear and what the cascading effects will be really is unknown. Governments 

and people seem unable to cope with the current situation let alone be able to concretely plan how to 

cope with a world in 2100. 

The role of government, and the tensions between different levels of government, is another large 

unknown. For example, there is already tension between the EU, with its newly adopted Taxonomy 

Regulation, and Finland, as forest owners believe the taxonomy may stop them from developing their 

property. This would ultimately affect not only individual citizens but Finland’s economy as a whole 

resulting in EU policy conflicting with a Member States’ economic interest. This said, much of the 

discussion in this report points directly to the need of government assuming a much stronger role in 

every facet of climate change. While the European Arctic is tackling the situation head-on, the largest 

 
102 Interview with Icelandic tourism industry association (2021). 
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emitters continue to evade legal or even conceptual entanglements preferring to still favour the economic 

argument. Political cycles are short; it is not the politicians who should lead the effort but the civil 

servants who provide the consistency and stability in government needed for confronting long-term 

challenges. This implies that who has power to make decisions has to change, not in terms of horizontal 

governance, but in government itself. 

The last large unknown is an ideological one, specifically whether the whole debate around greening 

everything from energy to the blue economy will gain traction in a way that will help manage climate 

change or simply further economic growth and exacerbate the situation. If, as is argued, changing human 

behaviour is the key, then certainly changing human values and our entire model of being has also to 

change. This is a long, difficult process, however, and someone must bear the mantle of responsibility 

for galvanising those currently in power who have the ability to change things. Leadership is the problem 

and the solution, and again, comes down to human beings proving the point that the centrality of the 

human factor in managing climate change is the single biggest unknown in the equation. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

Impacts and expected impacts in the Arctic vary by industry. Short- to medium-term climate change 

effects, such as rising sea temperatures, will not have such dire consequences for fisheries and 

aquaculture, and while the impacts will be noticeable in the long-term, they are still not considered an 

urgent problem. Given the limited concern of the industry, it is not surprising that adaptation revolves 

around the development of new types of equipment, or technological fixes, to take advantage of 

changing fishing opportunities. 

 

Forestry impacts are concerned primarily with the spread of harmful organisms spreading to new areas 

and multiplying. There are positive impacts as well which have to do with the growth of trees expecting 

to improve in the north. Management of climate impacts in this industry are largely envisioned to be 

addressed through policy mechanisms, at least in the EU Forest Strategy. To date in the national forest 

strategies, there is almost no mention of either mitigation or adaptation. 

 

Mining impacts are related to the physical and socio-economic effects of climate change, climate change 

as both driver and supplier of the green transition and the impact on raw materials awareness. Yet, there 

is almost no information about mitigation and adaptation measures likely because national mineral 

strategy documents are outdated, but this is also true from the interviews. Other than the mining industry 

being the supplier of raw materials for green technologies, there is not much talk of industry needing to 

manage climate change directly and practically as such, but the industry is developing its operations 

toward ecological sustainability. This theme, however, is disputed among local rights holders and 

stakeholders due to the adverse impacts of mining on the environment. 

 

The national strategies only address the projected future impacts on tourism, such as the reduction of 

snow in the north. For existing impacts, we turn to the interviews, which reveal a common discourse 

around the changing visual identity of what tourists are coming to see, referred to as last chance tourism. 

In addition, there is a palpable tension between the importance of tourism to Arctic economies and the 

adverse impacts on the environment, around which tourism is largely based. Managing climate change 

involves only adaptation, specifically greening tourism so tourists can still travel but be carbon neutral. 

Flight shame in practice can be both mitigation and adaptation but the perception of those interviews is 

that it is purely a threat to tourism and not a solution. 

 

For indigenous peoples, the devastating effects of climate change now and in the foreseeable future are 

all too real. The one avenue where their voices were always heard, the Arctic Council, is now suspended 
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and the resumption of future activities is unclear. The disproportionate negative effects on indigenous 

peoples force government and society to also confront the larger moral and ethical questions, such as 

human rights and territorial sovereignty, which so far have not been answerable. If adaptation is indeed 

impossible, these questions will be even more important to answer. 

 

The large, unmanageable challenges of climate change are tied to long term affects such as ocean 

acidification and warming affecting the fisheries and aquaculture industry, invasive pests in the forestry 

sector, tensions between ramping up the production of minerals and metals and the need for greater 

protection of the natural environment, how the environmental management authorities will possibly 

regulate tourism activities which to date are not regulated, and the identity and sovereignty of the Sámi 

peoples. At present there are no solutions to these questions but there should be a public dialogue around 

them as they will, sooner rather than later, become all of our realities.  
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ANNEX 3: List of Interviewed Organizations  

 

Aquaculture 

Aquaculture Company in Norway – 1 

Aquaculture Company in Norway – 2  

Aquaculture company owner in Iceland 

Fiskaaling, Aquaculture Research Station in the Faroe Islands 

ISFA, the Icelandic Aquaculture Association 

Minister of Fisheries and Aquaculture in Iceland 

Ministry of Environment, Industry and Trade in the Faroe Islands  

Senter for hav og Arktis, Centre for the Ocean and the Arctic, Norway 

Troms and Finnmark County Administration, Norway 

 Forestry 

Barents Forest Sector Network (BEAC working group) 

Finnish Forest Industries 

Maa- ja metsätaloustuottajain Keskusliitto, The Central Union of Agricultural Producers and Forest 

Owners, Finland 

Metsähallitus (State owned forests, Finland) 

Metsäkeskus, Finnish Forest Centre 

World Forest Forum 

 Mining 

DG Mining, European Commission 

ICMM, International Council of Mining and Metals 

Industry expert in the committee evaluating the Norwegian Mineral Act 

IRMA, The Initiative for Responsible Mining Assurance 

Kaivosvastuu, Finnish Network for Sustainable Mining 

LO, Norwegian National Labour Union 

Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment, Finland 

NGU, Geological Survey of Norway 

Norsk Bergindustri, The Association of Norwegian Mineral Industry 

Regional geologist, Norway 

RMF, Responsible Mining Foundation 

WWF Minerals and Metals 

Tourism 
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Total: 60 interviews. In some organizations more than one informant was interviewed. 

 

Business Iceland/Visit Iceland 

Greenlandic tourism sector, municipal level representative 

Icelandic Tourist Board 

Icelandic Travel Industry Association 

Joint Working Group on Tourism (BEAC working group) 

Ministry for the Environment and Natural Resources, Iceland 

Ministry of Environment, Industry and Trade, Faroe Islands 

Ministry of Industries and Innovation, Iceland 

Tourism companies and authorities in Svalbard  

VFI, Visit Faroe Islands 

 Indigenous 

Sáminuorra, Sami youth organization 

Suoma Sámi Nuorat, Finnish Sámi Youth Organization 

Svenska samernas riksförbund, Swedish Sámi Organization 

General 

Barents Press 

BEAC, Barents Euro-Arctic Council 

East and North Finland EU office/Northern Sparsely Populated areas 

Economic Cooperation (BEAC working group) 

EEAS, European External Action Service 

Finnish Arctic Association 

Ministry for Foreign Affairs, Finland 

NATO, North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

Nordic Council of Ministers 

North Norway EU Office 

North Sweden EU Office 

POP – Bank Sector, Finland 

Regional State Administration Agency in Finland  

SITRA, The Finnish Innovation Fund 

WWF Arctic Programme 
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